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We’ve combined the Spring and Summer terms
and added tons of new classes!
Dear Communiversity Students,
It is with great enthusiasm that I welcome you to the new
combined Spring and Summer term! I hope you find our
new catalog filled with classes that interest you. We want to
extend our sincere appreciation for sticking with us through
a difficult year, during which time we introduced several
learning models to keep as many classes available to you as
possible. Our staff and instructors maintained the necessary
precautions, and you willingly abided by the University
safety protocols. We thank you for your patience and
understanding. Laurel, Susan, and I have learned a lot, along
with you, and continue our commitment to always strive to
serve you better!
For the Spring/Summer term we hope you find classes
that not only teach you something new but also uplift your
spirits. With the promise of warmer weather, we have
scheduled several classes outdoors so you can enjoy nature

Be sure and check out the field trips and
fresh, new classes around Cincinnati!
and the sights and sounds of our surrounding area. In our
lecture hall, we have several evening classes with local
authors who have published new books and are eager to
share their knowledge and stories of Cincinnati and Ohio–
from rock and roll–to food–to Fiona!
It brings us sincere joy to welcome you back to Victory
Parkway Campus to share in new learning experiences
together. There is no greater gift to yourself than continued
learning, and we thank you for trusting Communiversity
with your continuing education. We look forward to seeing
you soon!
Janet Staderman
Academic Director

SPREAD THE
WORD FOR
LIFELONG
LEARNING!
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PLEASE NOTE

Keeping you safe. Classes held on campus will adhere to the
guidelines from the university for social distancing and mask
wearing. Please call us if you have any questions: 513-556-6932.

and

@UCContinuingEd

LOCATION:
Most classes are held at UC’s Victory Parkway Campus (VPC) at
2220 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati 45206. If a class will be held at
another location, it is noted in the class description. Addresses and
maps can be found online.
INSTRUCTORS:
Classes at Communiversity are taught by skilled educators,
professionals and expert craftspeople. For more information about
the instructors in each class, see our online catalog.

COMMUNIVERSITY at UC
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CINCINNATI & OHIO LOCAL

SPEND AN AFTERNOON IN THE 1800S AT THE
HERITAGE VILLAGE MUSEUM

CINCINNATI: AN ILLUSTRATED TIMELINE

Heritage Village Museum is a recreation of an 1800s SW Ohio
Our city’s history may conjure
community. The village contains thirteen historic buildings from
such icons as William Howard
around the Cincinnati area moved here to save them from
Taft, Pete Rose, and Fountain
demolition and to preserve our local history.
Square, but there are hundreds
of stories of Cincinnati’s past
In this class, two small groups will receive guided tours with Frank
and present waiting to be disFarmer Loomis and Steve Preston, Educational Director of Heritage
covered. Cincinnati: An IllustratVillage through the various homes with a fascinating history lesson
ed Timeline presents the pivotal
on simple homesteading life in the 1800s.
moments in the history of the
Your afternoon will begin with an authentic 1800s picnic lunch of
Queen City. Local historian Jeff
cold beefsteak pie, succotash, chocolate pie, and ginger beer (nonSuess leads a tour of Cincinnati
alcoholic).
from the indigenous mound
builders to the development of the first American city after the Revo- The tour will include pictorial presentations of the painstaking
process of carefully moving the historic buildings to their new
lutionary War, all the way up to Fiona the hippo. Whether you’re
site in the village. You will learn about small-village life, in a
a lifelong resident or a curious traveler, Cincinnati: An Illustrated
Timeline will help you learn, remember, and discover more than you comprehensive exploration of home and work life, leisure, medicine,
religion, and slavery during this significant time in the United States.
ever knew about Cincinnati.
One session / $45

NEW!

Th, May 6		
In-person at VPC Campus

Includes autographed book.
6:30-8:30pm		

Jeff Suess

One session / $49

NEW!

Includes picnic lunch.

Sun, Jun. 27
1-5pm		
Sharon Woods Park

Frank Farmer Loomis

There is so much to do in our local area:
STAYCATIONERS DELIGHT: FOR PRACTICALLY NOTHING

It’s time to get out and enjoy the warmer weather. There are many
free activities and events in the local area. Places that normally
charge admission have reduced or even free admission on certain
days. Learn about the free museums and sites in the SW Ohio
area, local communities and festivals that offer free entertainment and where you can see plays for free. Find out when you can
get free or reduced admission to other local museums and the
zoo. Discover where you can go on hikes with park naturalists or
tours of museums.
One session / $19

NEW!

M, May 10 		
In-person at VPC Campus
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6-8pm		

Gary Crouch

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

CINCINNATI & OHIO LOCAL
Join Polly Campbell, Cincinnati food critic

for a night of stories of the pioneers and entrepreneurs of the past
and present local food scene!

Join author Deanna Adams for a musical journey

through the bands and personalities that made Cleveland the
birthplace of Rock and Roll!

A ROCKIN’ EVENING: SOUNDS OF OHIO ROCK AND ROLL
Do you love Rock and Roll? Then
you’ll love this class! Take a musical
tour guided by author Deanna Adams,
and learn about the rich and exciting
history of the music pioneers and
other colorful personalities responsible for making Cleveland–and beyond–truly, the rock and roll capital
of the world. You’ll learn about the
Cleveland record spinners that “got
the rock rollin’,” such as Alan Freed
and Casey Kasem, and the music
makers who honed their talents in
Ohio–from the O’Jays to Nine Inch
Nails–and so many others. Make this
a Friday night to remember and join
the fun as you “experience” this musical history by listening to the
recordings of the diverse artists while learning their stories. Ohio
really does rock! Class fee include Deanna’s latest book “Cleveland’s Rock and Roll Venues.
One session / $39

NEW!

F, Jul. 30 		
In-person at VPC Campus

Includes autographed book.
7-9pm 		

Deanna Adams

CINCINNATI FOOD: A HISTORY OF QUEEN CITY CUISINE
Over the years, Cincinnati has
earned a reputation for conservatism and keeping to itself, especially
regarding food, but that’s changing. Old favorites like cinnamonscented chili on spaghetti, ice cream
with huge chocolate chunks, and
old-fashioned German butchers
selling goetta, brats, and metts are
being rediscovered--and in some
cases re-created. A similar urge for
experimentation and innovation
from restaurants, farmers’ markets,
and food producers is bringing new
energy to the city’s tables.

Join local author and food critic,
Polly Campbell, for a fun night as she shares the stories of the pioneers and the entrepreneurs of the past and the present and unfolds how Cincinnati’s history has set the table for its menu today.
One session / $39

NEW!

W, May 12		
In-person at VPC Campus

Includes autographed book.
6:30-8pm

Polly Campbell

Come explore, taste, experience, and learn!
THE MYTH OF THE MOUNDBUILDERS, CINCINNATI

Explore the Ancient Earthworks of the Ohio Valley, as we learn
who were the Moundbuilders and why they built so many elaborate earthworks. We will examine archaeological data about the
earthworks surrounding the Cincinnati region and learn how the
prehistoric inhabitants made their impressive monuments. You
will also learn how changes in society over time are reflected in the
monuments, art and artifact styles, and burial customs. This is a
great course to take with your family, as a precursor to visiting the
ancient mounds in and around Cincinnati!
One session / $29

NEW!

Th, May 20		
In-person at VPC Campus

and

@UCContinuingEd

6:30-8:30pm

Alisa Strauss
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FOOD & HOME
COOKIE DECORATING 101

Join baker, Dawn Andersen Funk, for a truly inspired evening of
community fun while you learn the basics of cookie decorating.

Dawn created Dawn’s Cookie Community to teach others to make
their own amazing cookies using her special recipe. She is a selftaught baker with a heartfelt mission to help you find joy in the
simple pleasure of decorating cookies. In this fun class, you will be
encouraged to grow your very own cookie creation skills!
After taking the class, we encourage you to join Dawn each month
to decorate cookies with a seasonal theme. At the end of each session, you will take home a dozen freshly decorated cookies to share
with family and friends and keep the cookie-love going!
One session / $39

NEW!

Th, Apr. 22		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-7:30pm

Dawn Andersen Funk

MONTHLY COOKIE DECORATING - YOU TAKE HOME A DOZEN DECORATED COOKIES!
Each month you will decorate a dozen themed cookies to bring joy through your edible artwork!

One session / $35 Each

In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

See dates and times below.

MAY: SPRING SUNSHINE
COOKIES

Sunny cookies to welcome the
warmth of Spring!
Th, May 20
6-7:30pm

JUNE: 4TH OF JULY
PATRIOTIC COOKIES

These patriotic cookies will be a
hit at Fourth of July celebrations!
Th, Jun.17
6-7:30pm

JULY: FLOWERS
& PINEAPPLE

A pineapple is a cheerful gesture
of welcoming and hospitality!
Th, Jul. 22
6-7:30pm

AUGUST ROSEY RED
APPLE COOKIES

It’s back-to-school time to
welcome the return to campus!
Th, Aug. 19
6-7:30pm

COLD PICKLING FRESH VEGETABLES

Quick or cold pickling is a brilliant solution for preserving the
plethora of summer vegetables from the market or your garden.
Quick pickling doesn’t require canning when refrigerated and you
don’t need a bushel of vegetables, so you can prepare little bit of
whatever is fresh in season.

In this class, Chef Mona will teach you the secret to unique, flavorful pickled vegetables is in the spices you add to the brine. Dill
pickles are nothing more than cucumbers flavored with garlic, dill
seed, and red pepper flakes. Carrots become more exotic when
pickled with coriander, ginger, turmeric, and thyme. Other classic
combinations include green beans with garlic and fresh dill, cherry
tomatoes with black peppercorns and garlic, and squash with
onion and garlic. And they only require only a few days in the brine
before they can be enjoyed.
One-session / $39

NEW!

Tu, Jun. 22
6:30-8:30pm
In-person at VPC Campus
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Mona Bronson-Fuqua

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

FOOD & HOME

ADOPTING THE PRINCIPLES OF FENG SHUI
“Where intention goes, energy flows.”

PAINT YOUR OWN RAIN BARREL WORKSHOP

When it comes to at-home water conservation, nothing equals a
rain barrel. Placed near a gutter or downspout, it collects precious rainwater that
can be used to water your garden and indoor plants. Rather than being an eyesore
in your garden, join us for a weekend and
create a unique work of art. Painting rain
barrels not only makes them more attractive but may also extend the life of your
barrel. We will supply the rain barrel, you
just bring a design idea and acrylic paint.

Feng Shui is a way of balancing the energies within a space to bring
good fortune to those who live there. Energy is key to Feng Shui,
meaning that every part of your space needs to be arranged for a
favorable flow of energy, known as Chi. In this class, you discover
how your physical space connects to who you are and where you’re
going. You will learn how and why you should use the principles of
Instinctive Feng Shui, and see what’s blocking your success.
One session / $39

NEW!

M, May 17		
In-person at VPC Campus

6:30-8:30pm

Tandy Pryor

In one weekend, with simple steps and
assistance from our artist, you’ll turn a
water-saving, eco-friendly rain barrel into a fun, backyard fashion
statement. Plus, on Saturday, John Nelson, Executive Director for
Hamilton Co. Soil and Water Conservation District, and past project
manager for the Rain Barrel Art Project will provide conservation
education as part of this class.
Two-day session / $149

NEW!

Barrels provided.

F, Apr. 23
6:30-8:30pm
Anne Skove
Sat, April 24 10am-2pm
plus guest John Nelson
In-person at VPC Campus
Finished rain barrel may picked up Sun, Apr. 25 from 12-6pm
by appointment

What is Save Local Waters Rain
Barrel Art Project?

Now in its 8th year, The Rain Barrel Art Project
promotes the use of rain barrels throughout the
Ohio River Valley to help teach environmental issues like storm water runoff, watersheds, water
conservation, and learning that these measures
actually save us money. Beautiful artistic rain
barrels, with unique painted details, are more
desirable and naturally promote their use in helping us
to conserve water and help the environment.

and

@UCContinuingEd

MINIMIZING, DECLUTTERING AND ORGANIZING
YOUR HOME

Simplify your home. Simplify your life! Learn how to evaluate and
make decisions to minimize, declutter, and organize your space
with local expert Alandis Johnson, Ph.D. By the end of the course,
you will have new skills and insight to reclaim your intentionality
regarding all that “stuff” that overwhelms the typical person. You
will look at your possessions in a new way, keeping and using only
the ones that better enhance and nurture your life.

Two-week session / $49
M, May 17-24		
In-person at VPC Campus

6:30-8pm

Alandis Johnson
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ARTS & HANDICRAFTS
Enjoy these art classes taught by Kay Worz

In these fun, interactive art classes in our bright, open art room,
you will easily advance your skills by watching Kay’s live demonstrations. Each student will receive individual coaching and gain
further insight through interaction with the other student artists.

Kay Worz is a nationally recognized Cincinnati artist known for her calli-graphic style of watercolor paintings. She has
served as President of the Cincinnati Art Club and received the honor of “Illustrator of the Year” from Art Comes Alive.
She currently serves as COB of the Duveneck Assoc. an affiliate group of the Cincinnati Art Museum.

BEGINNING WATERCOLOR PAINTING

This workshop is a comprehensive approach to understanding
and experiencing the beauty of watercolor painting. You will learn
about paint composition, value, and color mixing, and explore
several techniques in order to find the one that works for you. Plus,
Kay will provide plenty of ‘tips’ to help you enjoy creating a painting
you will love. Subject matter will be provided, or you may bring a
photo of something you’d like to paint.

HUMAN FIGURE DRAWING

If you learn to draw the figure, you can draw anything. This class is
a comprehensive guide to drawing the human figure. Using classical methods of instruction, you will learn the basics of foreshortening, perspective, body proportion, line quality, and composition.
These tools will provide you with a proven method of rendering the
figure in an accurate and esthetically pleasing manner using pencil
and charcoal. Subject matter will be provided, or you may bring a
photo of a figure you would like to draw.

One session / $59 All supplies provided.
Sat, May 1		
In-person at VPC Campus

10am-12pm		

Kay Worz

Four-week session / $149
Tu, May 4-25		

See website for supply list.

6-8pm		

Kay Worz

WATERCOLOR PAINTING FLORALS & BOTANICALS

Taking what you have learned from the beginners class, you will apply it to the beauty of the season by capturing flowers and botanicals. There are a lot of subjects to study on this, and watercolor
provides many ways to create the delicate or bold images of nature.
Kay will guide you on how to allow the watercolor to paint itself.
Plus, Kay will provide plenty of ‘tips’ to help you enjoy creating a
painting you will love. Subject matter will be provided, or you may
bring a photo of something you’d like to paint.
One session / $59

NEW!

Sat, Jul. 10		
In-person at VPC Campus

All supplies provided.

12-2pm			

Kay Worz

PLEASE NOTE

Keeping you safe. Classes held on campus will adhere to the
guidelines from the university for social distancing and mask
wearing. Please call us if you have any questions: 513-556-6932.
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Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

ARTS & HANDICRAFTS
Transform a photo into your unique work of art!

EXPLORING THE FINE ART OF COLORED
PENCIL DRAWING

Colored pencils are a great way to control color while achieving
a professional finished work of art. Their versatility can portray a
softness or a bold look. In this class, you will learn some helpful
tips to create the finished style you want. And the best part–pencils
are easy to use and take with you, for drawing on the go. Subject
matter will be provided, or you may bring a photo of something
you’d like to draw.
One session / $39

NEW!

Sat, May 15		
In-person at VPC Campus

All supplies provided.

12-2pm			

Kay Worz

UNDERSTANDING AND CREATING ABSTRACT ART

Abstract art is currently a popular style for home decor. In this
class you will learn to create a mood or a feeling using color and
shapes without depending on a particular subject. Approaching
painting this way, you can find beauty where you least expect it!
We will explore color composition and use various techniques to
produce finished artwork using fluid acrylic paints. Guaranteed to
be fun and creative! Subject matter will be provided, or you may
bring a photo of something you’d like to paint.
One session / $59

NEW!

Sat, Aug. 14		
In-person at VPC Campus

All supplies provided.

12-2pm			

Kay Worz

INTRODUCTION TO INTERIOR DESIGN

SPONGE PAINTING

Sponge painting is a great way to express yourself without having to rely on drawing skills. This technique lends itself to creating
depth with a minimum amount of effort. We will delve into layering
color simply and effectively. Painting with sponges with fluid acrylic
paints is fun and easy! Kay will provide plenty of tips to help you
enjoy creating a painting you will love. Subject matter will be provided, or you may bring a photo of something you’d like to paint.
One session / $39

NEW!

Sat, Jun. 12		
In-person at VPC Campus

and

All supplies provided.

12-2pm			

@UCContinuingEd

Are you a creative person with an eye for design? This course will
give you the know-how you need to design a room from floor to
ceiling. You’ll delve into color theory, industry trends, spatial arrangements, floor plans, traditional and modern interior design
ideas, and other basics. In addition, you’ll explore a range of careers in interior design and get insider tips for entering this exciting
field. As you master design skills step-by-step, you’ll complete your
first project: a fully developed room design complete with spatial
layout, lighting, and finish selections. Your new knowledge and
hands-on practice will give you the confidence you need to start
creating beautiful residential interiors for yourself and others.
Six-week session / $119

Kay Worz

Sessions start Apr. 14, May 12, Jun. 16
Sarah Smallwood
Online through our educational partner provider ed2go
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ARTS & HANDICRAFTS
Check out our online courses at ed2go.com/uc

In addition to our local classes on campus, you’ll find hundreds
of classes for personal enrichment online through our educational
partner provider ed2go.

BEGINNING WOODCARVING WORKSHOP

FLORAL WORKSHOP: ARRANGE GROCERY STORE
BLOOMS LIKE A PRO!

Back by popular demand! Join floral designer Evelyn Streeter of Eve
Floral Co. as she teaches our next workshop in our floral design
series. In this intimate two-hour workshop, you will learn the basics
of floral design principles and Evelyn’s personal design philosophy
while creating something simply spectacular for your home or
office using store-bought blooms. So next time you walk out of the
grocery store with a handful of flowers, you will feel empowered to
arrange them like a pro!

Learn the types of cutting techniques to carve with only a bench
knife which you will also learn to keep sharp. Then carve your first
woodcarving from a piece of basswood and complete the project
with sanding and finishing/painting. You will also be introduced to
the different types of woodcarving and be provided with a resource
list to help you take the next steps on your carving adventure.

Three-week session / $129

NEW!

Carving supplies provided.

W, Aug. 4-18
7-9pm 		
Rick Bissonnette
Student to bring protective gloves and thumb guards.
In-person at VPC Campus

All class materials will be provided and students will take home
their designs at the end of class. Looking for all types of flower lovers, no experience is necessary. Class size is limited to 15 students
for a more personal, intimate environment. Light refreshments will
be served.
One session / $89 All supplies provided.
W, Jun. 23
6:30-8:30pm		
In-person at VPC Campus

Evelyn Streeter

ASTROLOGY 101

Learn how to create your own birth chart, a horoscope based on
your moment of birth, and explore what it means. In this class, you
will learn about the history of Western astrology and how it has
changed over time, you’ll use simplified methods to cast your own
horoscope, and explore what insights the positions of the planets
and stars in the sky at the time of your birth provide. Please bring
a pen and pencil to write with, extra paper to jot down notes, and
your date, time, and location of birth (the more accurate the birth
info, the more accurate your horoscope).
One session / $29

Th, Jun. 10		
In-person at VPC Campus
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6:30-8:30pm

Alisa Strauss

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

ARTS & HANDICRAFTS

DRAWING MANDALAS

Expression through Circular Designs. Learn to create and design
your mandalas, circular designs created through the use of repeated images and geometrics. In one session, you will learn the basics
of circular geometry, how to divide spaces, and how to use that
knowledge to create beautiful artworks to treasure and share. Use
the skills and supplies you acquire in the class to create as many
designs as you like. No previous art experience is necessary.
One session / $25
Th, May 13		

6:30-8:30pm

Alisa Strauss

Learn the basics of drawing faces and figures; placing your
characters in their scenes to show movement and perspective.

COMICS FOR BEGINNERS - HOW TO WRITE AND
DRAW COMICS

In this fun class, you will explore the world of comics, illustration,
and storytelling. You will learn how to write a basic creative fiction
plot and develop characters for your story. You will also learn the
technical drawing skills required to bring your own short comics
to life, including layout, sketching, texting and borders, perspective, and background. By the end of the class, you will have the first
sketch of your comics!
Four-week session / $89
W, Apr. 14-May 5		
In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

6-7:30pm

Anjali Alm-Basu

INTRODUCTION TO PICTURE FRAMING

In this class, you will learn the importance of framing artwork
and the history of picture framing. You begin by learning the
basics of frame design, such as how to measure and cut mats,
glass, and molding. You will learn how to select the right molding
for the subject matter, and how to choose and work with colors
to enhance the piece. Further instruction will be provided on how
to mount various types of artwork and photos, how to properly
fit the work in the frame, attach hangers, and the importance of
ramming.
Four-week session / $99 All supplies provided.
W, Apr. 14-May 5		
In-person at VPC Campus

6:30-8:30pm

Willie Evans

ADVANCED PICTURE FRAMING

COMICS FOR INTERMEDIATES

This class is for participants who are ready to cut mats, glass, and
picture frame molding. In this advanced class, you will cut the
mat board, glass, and molding. You will mount your artwork and
miter the corners of the frame. Our expert instructor will provide
technical, business, and design training as a hands-on opportunity to gain knowledge of the different techniques used in the trade.

Expand your horizons as you learn more about comic art. In this
4-week class, you will improve your abilities in drawing comic art,
unique character design, and graphic novel storytelling. And you can
master your character creations with life-like gestures, poses, expressions, faces, and more. Each lesson includes hands-on projects to
complete and share.

Six-week session / $119 All supplies provided.

Four-week session / $89

W, May 12-Jun. 16
In-person at VPC Campus

and

6:30-8:30pm

@UCContinuingEd

Willie Evans

W, May 12-Jun. 2		
In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

6-7:30pm

Anjali Alm-Basu
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ARTS & HANDICRAFTS
Enjoy these weaving classes with
textile designer Caitlin McCall
Caitlin holds her Masters degree in Textiles from
the Wilson College of Textiles at North Carolina
State University and has taught in the University
of Cincinnati DAAP program.

FRAME LOOM WEAVING FOR BEGINNERS

If you are new to weaving, you’re in the right spot. In this threeweek class, you’ll receive an introduction to weaving through the
use of a *frame loom. You will learn the history of weaving and different types of woven structures, basic vocabulary, and investigate
alternative materials to weave (such as paper, plastic, and fabric).
*students will make their own frame loom during the first session.
NEW!

Three-week session / $79
Tu, Jun. 8-22 		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm		

See website for supply list.
Caitlin McCall

FRAME LOOM WEAVING FOR ADVANCED BEGINNERS

Now with an understanding of the weaving basics, it is time to
get fancy! Advanced beginner weaving is for students with a basic
knowledge of weaving basics and now want to perfect their technique. Bring your frame loom from our beginners class, and you
will be guided through designing and executing a woven wall hanging perfect for displaying in your home or giving as as a gift.
Three-week session / $89
Tu, July 6-20		
In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

6-8pm		

See website for supply list.
Caitlin McCall

DO-IT-YOURSELF “WARP PRINT” FABRIC

The basics of weaving are combined with the basics of printing/
painting fibers with this five-week class. We will cover the fundamentals of using natural dye concentrate to paint silk yarn, simple
eco printing, and basic frame loom weaving to create your own
dreamy warp printed fabric from start to finish. Natural dye extracts and 100% silk PFD yarn will be provided. Students will make
their own frame loom during the first session.
Five-week session / $219
Th, Aug. 5-Sep. 2		
In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

All supplies provided.

6-8pm		

Caitlin McCall

INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL SEWING

Intro to Industrial Sewing will cover the concepts of industrial vs.
domestic sewing, and why these are vastly different and when to
know if you need one versus the other. Students will learn how
to use the following machine: straight stitch, walking foot, zig-zag,
serger, double-needle straight stitch, as well as demonstrations
on other more specialty machines. This is a very hands-on workshop where you will get to learn your way around the machines,
experience using them, and apply what you’ve learned to sew a
tote bag.
One-session (Choose date) / $129 All supplies provided.
Sat, Apr. 17
10-2pm
Madeleine Tepe Misleh
Sat, May 8
10-2pm
Madeleine Tepe Misleh
Sew Valley 1010 Hulbert Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45214
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Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

ARTS & HANDICRAFTS

SPRING JEWELRY MAKING

CROCHET FOR BEGINNERS

Have you always wanted to learn to crochet, but weren’t sure where
to start? Do patterns and pattern charts overwhelm you? In this
class, you will receive personal one-on-one instruction from Camielle Howard, owner of Cam’s Crochet. You will learn about different
types of yarn and hooks as well as beginner stitches that will enable
you to complete your first project of crocheting your own hat!

This is a great course for you and your Mom! You will learn incredible jewelry making and beading techniques! Prompted by simple,
step-by-step wire working instructions, you will learn wire wrapping techniques such as simple loops, wire wrapped links and wire
wrapped pendants. You will walk away with our own personalized
set of earrings or a bracelet.
One session / $55
Sat, May 8

All supplies provided.

10am-12 pm

Laquetta Kinebrew

Three-week session / $39
W, May 12-26
6-8pm
Students are to bring yarn and a crochet hook.

Camielle Howard

CROCHET FOR INTERMEDIATES

Broaden your knowledge of crochet with pattern stitches, shaping, and crocheting in the round. Also learn tips and tricks to make
adding new yarn, changing colors, and finishing your work seem
effortless! Students will have a choice of completing a shawl or a
blanket as the project for this class

Three-week session / $39
W, Jun. 2-16
6-8pm
Camielle Howard
Students are to bring yarn and a crochet hook.

Teach a class!

SHARE YOUR HOBBIES,
TALENTS AND SKILLS

We welcome the exploration
of new ideas for courses that
inspire and enrich our students!

COMMUNIVERSITY

uc.edu/ce/commu/apply_to_teach

and

@UCContinuingEd

INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SCRAPBOOKING

Starting with simple projects, you’ll quickly learn how to build
pages, use artistic journaling, and produce sophisticated illusions.
Photoshop Elements lets you build your own clip art, create frames,
and develop multi-layer pages with an endless array of layouts and
designs. You’ll see how to draw and create your own art, build collages and scrapbooks to share, and work with both color and black
and white. If you need to restore or age images—the tools are all
available to you. Come take your scrapbooking to a new level
Six-week session / $119
Sessions start Apr. 14, May 12, Jun. 16
Beverly Schulz
Online through our educational partner provider ed2go
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ART & HANDICRAFTS
Fun classes at MJ Riggi Stained Glass Studio!

Mary Jane provides a wonderful studio space and some studio supplies for your project. Other supplies may be purchased, typically
costing between $20-$160*, depending on the scope of your work.
Mary Jane will be happy to discuss your project before class to help
you to plan out the materials needed. *Cash or check only.

MOSAICS: CREATE A TRAY, TABLETOP OR PANEL

Turn a plain tray, tabletop, or panel into a working piece of art
using various glass pieces, including your own broken cups and
plates! In this beginning class, expert Mary Jane Riggi will teach you
the basics of the direct mosaic method. You’ll learn tips on glass
selection, cutting, gluing, and grouting. Please bring your own items
to add to your mosaic design, or choose from interesting items
available at the studio. Register early! Class is limited to 6 people.
One session / $69
Sat, May 1
10:30am-4:30pm
Mary Jane Riggi
Plus supply fee (typically $30-60) payable to instructor.
In-person at MJ Riggi Stained Glass Studio

STAINED GLASS FOR BEGINNERS

Making a stained glass piece is easier than you think and can
bring an array of beautiful colors and light to your home. In this
beginning class expert, Mary Jane Riggi will teach you the basics of
building a Tiffany style panel using the copper foil method. You’ll
learn different types of glass, glass cutting techniques, grinding,
foiling, soldering, and framing a panel. By the end of class, you will
have completed your unique design in an 11”x17” panel (size may
vary). Register early! Class is limited to 6 people.

One session / $79
Sat, Jun. 5
10:30am-4:30pm
Mary Jane Riggi
Plus supply fee (typically $60-160) payable to instructor.
In-person at MJ Riggi Stained Glass Studio

LEAD PANEL STAINED GLASS

PAINTING, ETCHING AND EMBELLISHING WINE GLASSES
CREATE A SET OF FOUR TO TAKE HOME!

Create your own one-of-a-kind wine glasses to give as gifts or keep
for yourself. You’ll make up to four wine glasses using etching
cream and glass paints. Add wine charms created from glass jewels
and other embellishments for a unique look. Light refreshments
will be served.
One session / $39 (Choose Date)

NEW!

Tu, Apr. 20
6-9pm
Sat, May 15
12-3pm
Plus $20 supply fee payable to instructor.
In-person at MJ Riggi Stained Glass Studio
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Mary Jane Riggi
Mary Jane Riggi

The creation of stained glass art dates back to England in the 7th
Century. You will learn this ancient technique in this fun, fascinating Saturday workshop with expert, Mary Jane Riggi. She’ll provide
professional instruction for you to create your own work of art in
the “old” tradition. You’ll learn all about glass selection, methods
of cutting glass, leading, and soldering. Patterns available from the
instructor (most about 11”x17” approximate size of the project).
Register early! Class is limited to 6 people.
One session / $79
Sat, Apr.17
10:30am-4:30pm
Mary Jane Riggi
Plus supply fee (typically $60-160) payable to instructor.
In-person at MJ Riggi Stained Glass Studio

PLEASE NOTE

Keeping you safe. Classes held on campus will adhere to the
guidelines from the university for social distancing and mask
wearing. Please call us if you have any questions: 513-556-6932.

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHING THE QUEEN CITY: ON LOCATION

In this adventurous four-week class, you will photograph the
Queen City of Cincinnati from well-known and no-so-well-known
locations as a more hands-on way of improving your photography
skills and having the opportunity to create excellent images. Technical and aesthetic advice will be suggested by the guide/instructor.
The first class will meet in the classroom for a review of photography fundamentals and location logistics. Followed by 2 weeks of

on-location shooting, and ending the last class in the classroom so
that each participant can share their results. Students should have
some knowledge of basic photography fundamentals and skills
with their own camera.
Four-week session / $149
Th, Jun. 3-24		
6:30-8:30pm
John Engelman
Cincinnati area. Students will need their own transportation.

FITNESS & HEALTH SPOTLIGHT:

SMARTPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY 101

Take amazing photos with your mobile device by upping your
game! You will learn the basic principles of photography and creative techniques that you can apply immediately. You’ll get a better
understanding of focus, exposure and light, and learn quick and
easy tricks for taking portraits, action photos and more. By the end
of the class you’ll be familiar with the mobile photography tools
and review the best apps for shooting, enhancing and editing.
Three-week session / $69 Includes a field trip to Eden Park.
Th, Apr. 22-May 6		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-7:30pm

Kyle Sliney

Move beyond basics and increase your ability to shoot and edit
photos in this advanced class. We will dive deeper into the editing features of Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop Express on your
smartphone. We’ll focus on developing a style, look, and mood,
learning how to better organize your photo library, quick ways to
edit multiple photos at one time, use of selective edits, and composite photos to create your own photo masterpiece. (If you already
have the basic skills, you are not required to take the Smarphone
Photography 101 class as a prerequisite.)

Tu, Apr. 20		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm		

@UCContinuingEd

Kyle Sliney

6:30-8pm

Jennifer Belesi

MACROS 201

This class will take your knowledge of macro based eating one
step further. Macros 201 will give you tips and tricks on managing macros in 20 minutes a day, how to eat more protein, how
to include alcohol into your macros, reverse dieting and many
additional advanced macro strategies.
One session / $29

Two-week session / $69

and

Learn step-by-step how to use the power of macro counting
to lose weight and keep it off. This is a sustainable way to lose
weight without cutting out the foods you love by helping you to
make smart, healthy food choices and feel good about eating.
You will learn about the nutritional composition of your food,
which will help you pay more attention to how you are fueling
your body and how your body reacts. Learn to transform your
body by harnessing the power of macro counting!
One session / $29

SMARTPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY 201

Th, May 20-27		
In-person at VPC Campus

MACROS 101: WHAT THEY ARE & HOW TO COUNT THEM

NEW!

Tu, May 4		
In-person at VPC Campus

6:30-8pm

Jennifer Belesi
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FITNESS & HEALTH

SHAPE UP WITH BELLY DANCE

COPING WITH STRESS: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF MINDFULNESS

Stress has been called the “health epidemic of the 21st century,” by
The World Health Organization and that was before the added stress
of a global pandemic. It’s overwhelming trying to figure out how to
work from home, manage family responsibilities, and worry about
what lies ahead. That being said, stress itself isn’t bad. What is hurting us as individuals, organizations, and as a society is the high level
of constant stress, and our inability to efficiently manage, respond to,
and cope with that stress.
Mindfulness can help. It is a simple mental practice that introduces
a calmer, more satisfying mode of being and can enhance a host of
competencies: increased focus and concentration, improved cognitive skills, such as working memory; greater emotional resilience,
enhanced interpersonal skills, reduced burnout, stress and anxiety;
and more ethical and rational decision-making

Dance your way into shape with this captivating combo of low
impact exercise and natural dance that celebrates the personal
beauty of all women of all sizes, all ages. These stretching and
swaying movements, electrifying shimmies, and flowing arms
are rooted in thousands of years of feminine history. Belly dance
promotes flexibility, strength and grace; it helps you unwind and inspires a positive attitude. Learn authentic steps, correct techniques
and appealing dance routines. From your fingertips to your toes,
and from your head to your heart, this dance will draw you in.
Six-week session / $79
M, May 3-Jun. 14		
6:45-7:45pm
Nanci Glendening
In-person at VPC Campus - No class on May 31

This course will provide the overview, scientific rationale, and implementation instructions of mindfulness techniques that can be easily
implemented throughout the day for increased wellbeing. The goal of
this course is to equip participants with simple tools to care for their
mental wellbeing every day in order to move beyond mismanaged
stress and into a life of thriving.
Three-week session / $189
M, May 3-17		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm		

Meriden Peters

Instructor Meriden Peters is the

Director of the Workplace Mindfulness Team
at the UC Center for Integrative Health &
Wellness. Meriden combines her master’s level
education in mental and public health with her
training in mind-body modalities, including
mindfulness and positive psychology, to teach
individuals and groups techniques for optimal
wellbeing. She has worked with a variety of
individuals and groups such as the Cincinnati
Bengals, Fortune 500 Companies, C-suite leadership teams, human resource departments, veterans, mental health
professionals, and families. Meriden’s mission is to make her techniques simple and applicable for life in the 21st century, so students
and clients can be their best selves personally and professionally.
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TAI CHI FOR BEGINNERS

This is a great introduction to tai chi. You will get all of the fundamentals with this easy to learn short set of moves appropriate for
people of all ages and fitness levels. The slow gentle movements
are ideal for building strength no matter what your previous activity level. The emphasis on breathing, posture, and a relaxed mental
focus can be beneficial to practitioners at all abilities. Be assured
that most people face a bit of a learning curve when they begin tai
chi classes, but this focus on new and unfamiliar movement is also
why tai chi has so many benefits for both the mind and the body.
Eight-week session / $139
Th, May 27-Jul. 15		
In-person at VPC Campus

7-8pm

Ralph Dehner

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

FITNESS & HEALTH
The Fitness Flex Pass gives you flexibility to attend classes

when you want. Only pay for what you will use. (Please note that passes may not be carried over into another term.) No classes May 25-27.
Six-week Flex Pass / $49

Twelve-week Flex Pass / $79 BIGGEST SAVINGS!

PHARMA & THE FDA: DANCE PARTNERS OR
DOUBLE-EDGED SWORDS

ZUMBA® TONING

Zumba® Toning combines targeted body-sculpting exercises and
high-energy cardio work with Latin-infused Zumba® moves to create a calorie-torching, strength-training dance fitness-party. You
will learn how to use light weights (1-2 pounds) to tone all your
target zones, including arms, abs, glutes and thighs. Sculpt your
body naturally while having a total blast. Bring 1-2 pound dumbbells, a mat for floor work, and wear supportive aerobic shoes.
We encourage you to enroll through our Fitness Flex (12-Class)
Pass or our Fitness Flex (6-Class) Pass.

Looking for a better understanding of the pharmaceutical industry
and how it affects you as a consumer? In this class, you will review
the regulatory history of the FDA and PHARMA. You will also cover
the following topics: the importance of compliance with FDA standards, the FDA process for Rx-to-OTC switch, management of drug information, safety, surveillance, availability, the role of lobbyists, drug
representatives, clinical science liaisons, insurance companies, and
consumers in marketing/advertising and price point determination.
One session / $25
W, May 12
6:30-7:30pm
In-person at VPC Campus

Dr. Cathy Rosenbaum

Twelve-week session / $79
Tu, Apr. 6-Jun. 29
5:35-6:35pm
In-person at VPC Parkway Campus

Pat Woellert

ZUMBA® FITNESS

This unique workout is a “feel-happy” approach to fitness. Its high
energy, motivating music and rhythms are a fusion of Latin and
International dance themes. Great for the body and great for the
mind, this workout combines fast and slow rhythms designed to
sculpt the body, burn calories and fat, and tone you up. Bring a
floor mat and wear supportive aerobic shoes. We encourage you
to enroll through our Fitness Flex (12-Class) Pass or our Fitness
Flex (6-Class) Pass.
Twelve-week session / $79
W, Apr. 7-Jun. 30		
5:35-6:35pm
In-person at VPC Parkway Campus

Pat Woellert

BOOT CAMP LITE

No fear here - you can do it! This kinder, gentler boot camp is
designed to improve your cardiovascular endurance, muscular
strength, balance, and flexibility with fun, easy-to-follow drills.
Bring a pair of hand held weights suitable to your fitness level, a
mat for floor work, and supportive aerobic shoes. We encourage
you to enroll through our Fitness Flex (12-Class) Pass or our Fitness Flex (6-Class) Pass.
Twelve-week session / $79
Th, Apr. 8- Jul. 1		
5:35-6:35pm
In-person at VPC Parkway Campus

and

@UCContinuingEd

Pat Woellert

YOGA BASICS FOR STRESS RELIEF

New to yoga? Are you interested in relieving stress and anxiety?
Would you like to increase strength and flexibility? Maybe you
would like to experience greater inner peace and improve your
mental, physical, and emotional well-being? Then this class is for
YOU! Learn foundational yoga postures that assist in enhancing
body awareness while accessing the benefits of yoga in a relaxing atmosphere with soothing music. Everybody is welcome! No
experience required.
Four-week Class Pass / $49

Th, Apr. 8-29		
9:30-10:30am, 5:15-6:15pm
Th, May 6-27		
9:30-10:30am, 5:15-6:15pm
Th, Jun. 3-24		
9:30-10:30am, 5:15-6:15pm
Th, Jul. 8-29		
9:30-10:30am, 5:15-6:15pm
Instructor & Location: Anna Ferguson is co-founder of World
Peace Yoga Studio at 268 Ludlow Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45220,
and inspires people to manifest their most exquisite version of
themselves.
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Instructor Aashi Mital has spent

nearly a decade aiding businesses,
non profits, and creative professionals
around the world. She continues her pursuit
of generating strategies, problem-solving
and professional development through
Pivotal Solutions Consulting. Her passion is
to ensure that others have the opportunity
and skills to fulfill their dreams of success.

GET YOUR LIFE BACK: A PROFESSIONAL
WOMAN’S RETREAT

Life was already crazy. Life was already hectic. And that was before
COVID! While this pandemic has affected us on every level, it has
also shone a light on what we already knew was there and forced
us to stop, reflect and face ourselves. Am I truly happy? How could
I challenge myself? How do I want to be remembered? What do I
want to do with my life? How do I get there?
Join professional women, like yourself, for this intimate experience.
Over the course of five weeks, we’ll cover a variety of topics focused
on helping you answer questions and become the best version of
yourself as a whole- personally and professionally. These topics
include addressing world and self-imposed expectations, imposter
syndrome, self-care, world-work-life integration, and good communication habits. Whether you are an entrepreneur, entering the
workforce for the first time, or have years of experience in a corporate environment, this retreat centers on you doing you!

Learn how to make practical changes and take actionable steps
that fit into your lifestyle and help you achieve your goals while
being surrounded by other like-minded women who are ready
to support you in those goals. Every week we will guide, motivate,
teach and offer strategies. We will also be spending time during our
weekly sessions sharing and reflecting on goals and our journey.
This interactive and personal retreat will help you go beyond a
”Boss Babe” in a comfortable, but sophisticated environment- just
as it should be. Take the time and invest in yourself today.
Five-week session / $189
Tu, Apr. 27-May 25
In-person at VPC Campus
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NEW!

6-7:15pm

Aashi Mital

UNBLOCK YOUR PATH TO SUCCESS

Do you feel like you are meant for something bigger, but are missing something? Do you know that you can create a super-successful
business fulfilling your purpose, yet something is not working? You
may be giving up your power.

Signs of giving up our power are when our inner self never stops
criticizing every little thing we do, even when we’re 100% positive
it’s right. You can’t help but want to be a people pleaser and you
end up settling for less, personally and professionally–too busy with
clients, family, or anyone and anything else–and you tiptoe around
your big dreams. Sometimes we have hit a financial ceiling, or have
invested in expensive coaching programs that don’t feel are working to our benefit. Because there IS something in your way and that
something is actually someone, and that someone is YOU.
Women, even powerful women like you, who believe in their purpose and seem to have it all together, are blocking their power and
not experiencing true success, abundance, or ease with the stuff
they really want. In this course, you will discover the five ways you
are blocking your own success. And learn, that when you make
room for your power, you make room for wealth and growth and
impact as a person and as an entrepreneur. Join us for three weeks,
and discover the keys to start believing in what you do!
Three-week session / $129
Tu, May 11-25		
In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

6:30-8:30pm

Tandy Pryor

Instructor Tandy Pryor has been

helping her clients and audiences transform
their lives, live more joyfully, and make more
money for over a decade. She empowers
individuals to use their home or office space
as a vehicle for making radical shifts in their
lives and increasing wealth, productivity,
and peace of mind. Her intuitive advice and
insights on how to set clearer boundaries,
rediscover personal power, and heal past
experiences and fears that have stopped you
have been called “raw, transformative, hilarious, honest, refreshing,
innovative, spot-on, and spookily accurate.”

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

FINDING YOUR BEST COLORS

Achieve that healthy, well-coordinated, and polished look by wearing the colors that help you appear at your best. Using color correctly you can present yourself with confidence and feel good about
the way you look. This class will help identify your most becoming
colors for clothing, accessories, makeup, and hair in a personal
color palette that fits your lifestyle. For women and men.
One session / $29
W, May 19		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm		

Nanci Glendening

BUSINESS AND SOCIAL DINING ETIQUETTE

Knowing how to conduct yourself over the table provides a tremendous advantage throughout life. Learn to be comfortable in
any dining situation whether formal, informal, business or social.
Join Nanci Glendening as you polish your table manners in an
enjoyable, private setting. Topics include navigating the table, the
silent service code, forms of service, and the five most common
dining mistakes. From “How do I Eat This?” to “Faux Pas Recovery
101,” we’ll have fun while learning some important lessons in this
unforgettable class!
One session / $29
Tu, Jun. 1		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm		

Nanci Glendening

ESSENTIAL MAKEUP SKILLS: MASTERCLASS

In this comprehensive class you will learn about different types of
makeup products and their uses, how to choose the right products
for your skin type and tone, and the proper makeup brushes and
tools to use. You’ll learn how to confidently apply a basic daytime
look and how to convert it to a glamorous evening look in just a
few steps—without the sales pitch and the very public department
store environment. Find out what your makeup will do for you,
what basics you really need, how to select and purchase makeup,
and how to handle some of the tools. Explore daytime and evening
looks, how to minimize flaws, and how to take care of your skin.

Do you listen to your favorite audio books, commercials, or cartoon characters and think, “I could do that!” If so, then you could
have what it takes to begin working as a professional Voice-over
Artist. Explore the voice-over industry with a professional, working
voice actor. Your instructor will record you as you read a real script,
then offer you coaching. Check out the video at voicesforall.com/
ooo to get a better sense of how the class works.

Two-week session / $75 (Choose Date)

One session / $49

Th, Apr. 6-13 		
Th, Jun. 1-8 		
In-person at VPC Campus

and

6:30-8:30pm
6:30-8:30pm

@UCContinuingEd

Erica Strayhorn
Erica Strayhorn

INTRODUCTION TO VOICEOVERS

After you are registered, the instructor will contact you to set
up your 90-minute session.
LIVE Online
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MUSIC & DANCE
Instructor Kevin Topmiller earned his Masters of Music

degree in classical guitar performance with UC’s College-Conservatory of Music. He is an active performer, excellent music instructor,
and a long time friend of our continuing ed programs.

What to bring to guitar classes: Bring your guitar and the text
“The FJH Young Beginner Guitar Method: Lesson Book 1 G1016 “
available from online booksellers. (CD not required.)

GUITAR FOR BEGINNERS

Explore varying styles of music as you conquer the fundamentals
of guitar technique, reading music, and chord study in a group
setting. Increase your enjoyment of playing as you establish proper
playing techniques. Bring an acoustic (not electric) guitar to all
classes and find out that anyone can read music and anyone
can play!
Six-week session / $129
M, May 3-Jun. 14		
6-7pm
In-person at VPC Campus - No class on May 31

Kevin Topmiller

BALLROOM BLITZ

Find out how much fun ballroom dancing can be! If you hear the
words “ballroom dance,” and start feeling anxious, this is the class
for you. We will start with basic Ballroom Dance steps of Fox Trot,
Tango, and Waltz, then continue with the fundamentals of dance
(patterns, timing, lead/follow). By the end of the course, you will
discover not only how much fun dancing can be, but also reap the
many benefits dance offers, including stress relief, mind and body
stimulation, and more opportunities for social activities.
Five-week session / $119
F, Jun. 4-Jul. 2		
In-person at VPC Campus

6:30-7:30pm

Susan Jacob

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS

Ukuleles aren’t just for luaus! After mastering the fundamentals
(tuning, holding, and finger placement), we’ll focus on really getting
comfortable with your instrument. Watch, listen and play along as
you build on the basics of chords, strumming, playing up the neck,
and trying out some variations and tempos. No musical experience
is needed. Bring your ukulele, and let’s make some music.
Six-week session / $129
M, May 3-Jun. 14		
7:15-8:15
In-person at VPC Campus - No class on May 31

SOCIAL SWING DANCE WORKSHOP

Kevin Topmiller

Please bring your soprano, concert, or tenor ukulele (no baritone),
plus the text “Hal Leonard Ukulele Method Book 1” with audio CD.

PLEASE NOTE

Keeping you safe. Classes held on campus will adhere to the
guidelines from the university for social distancing and mask
wearing. Please call us if you have any questions: 513-556-6932.
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Looking for a fun time while learning America’s favorite dance?
Swing is it, baby! Starting with basics and working our way up, we
can help you with dance fundamentals (i.e., lead/follow, timing,
patterns, etc.) and showing your style on any dance floor. Anyone
can dance, and we can show you how. Open to singles and couples.
Wear anything comfortable to move in and be ready to have fun!
Five-week session / $119
Fr, Jun. 4-Jul. 2		
In-person at VPC Campus

7:45-8:45pm

Susan Jacob

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

LANGUAGE
For required text for language classes, please refer to
the course descriptions online.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE

Whether you want to learn conversational Japanese for travel or
just for fun, you’ll find this course makes it easy and enjoyable for
beginners to master the essentials of the Japanese language.

Throughout this course, you’ll gain cultural knowledge and learn
useful conversational phrases and vocabulary words particular to
a specific area of travel. You’ll practice these in drills, interactive
exercises, and dialogues. In each lesson, you’ll find helpful audio
aids and Japanese words written in the English alphabet. This technique will allow you to bypass one of the biggest obstacles for most
beginners of Japanese: the letter system. By the end of this course,
you’ll have acquired basic conversational skills.
Six-week session / $119
Sessions start Apr. 14, May 12, Jun. 16
Ririko Hayashi
Online through our educational partner provider ed2go

SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS

This is a course designed to help students that need to learn the basics of Spanish in eight weeks. Students will learn common Spanish
words and expressions that they will come across in everyday life.
Some of the topics that will be covered are words/phrases needed
while on vacation, ordering food, in a business meeting and having
an emergency in a Spanish-speaking city.
Eight-week session / $199
Th, May 6-Jun. 24		
6:30-8:30pm
Sandra Bazzani
Class starts in-person, then moves to LIVE Online via WebEx

Check out our online language classes at:
ed2go.com/uc

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)

GERMAN FOR BEGINNERS

Do you want to improve your English skills? This 8-week class is for
anyone whose first language is not English. We will study grammar,
vocabulary, reading, listening, speaking writing, idioms, and collocations.This class will focus on advanced beginner and intermediate
skills. This class is for people who have CEFR Levels high A2, B1, or
low B2.

Want to learn German but never knew where to start? Auf geht’s!
German is fun and easy to learn. You’ll master the basics of the
language by learning pronunciation, sentence structure, useful
phrases, and cultural touchstones. By the end of the six weeks, you
will be comfortable speaking the language and growing your skills
naturally, whether you’re in the classroom or traveling abroad.

Seven-week session / $199

Six-week session / $189

M, May 3-Jun. 21		
6:30-8:30pm
In-person at VPC Campus - No class on May 31

and

@UCContinuingEd

Jennifer Wiebe

W, Apr. 7-May 12		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm

Michael Burkel
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COMMUNICATIONS & WRITING

Writing Workshops
THE WRITER’S TOOLBOX

Before you submit your manuscript to an editor, you need to take
this class! In three weeks, you will learn basic self-edits and address
common writing flaws. You will identify the impact these flaws have
on the writer, the publisher, the reader, and your manuscript. You
will also learn strategies to address general issues, like, when and
what to revise; copy edits; and macro and micro-content issues.

How often have you told yourself “I really should write that short
story or that book,” but you didn’t know how to begin? This course
will teach you everything you need to know to get you started writing. We will cover character, plot, setting and a range of skills and
useful techniques designed specifically for the novice writer.
Four-week session / $99

Three-week session / $129
Sat, Jun. 5-19		
In-person at VPC Campus

INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE WRITING

9am-12pm

Victoria Ryan

Th, Apr. 8-29
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm

John Kachuba

EDITING IS FOR EVERYONE

ADVANCED CONTENT REVISION

Whether you have finished your first draft, are stuck on your tenth
rewrite, or haven’t yet written a word, this class will strengthen
your manuscript! We will review the critical importance of scenes:
what all scenes need and how to ensure that they have it. We will
discuss basic scene requirements, two-scene design, scene charts,
pacing, frequency and other strategies to plan, write and revise
your fiction; and will learn to apply them to your own writing.

Whether you edit as part of your work or volunteer responsibilities or you want to make your own writing the best it can be, this
course will give you the tools, techniques, resources, and hands-on
experiences you need to understand the craft of editing and build
your editing skills. You will learn the types of editing; what an editor
does—and does not do, and how to adopt a reader-centric approach while protecting the author’s style and voice. The class will
also provide plenty of time for lively discussions.

Three-week session / $129

Three-week session / $89

Sat, Jun. 5-19		
In-person at VPC Campus

1-4pm		

Victoria Ryan

Th, Apr. 29-May 13
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm		

Janet Buening

GRANT WRITING CLINIC

Interested in having your project or organization get the financial
support it deserves? During this hands-on experience, you will build
a proposal as you’re walked through the process of how to make
a successful grant. From strong case statements to compelling
storytelling, learn valuable tips that demystify the world of grants.
It’s perfect for executive directors, freelancers, corporate partners,
and students alike!
One session (Choose Date) / $49

Th, Apr. 15		
W, Jun. 16		
Tu, Aug. 24		
In-person at VPC Campus
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NEW!

5:30-8:30pm
6-9pm		
5:30-8:30pm

Aashi Mital
Aashi Mital
Aashi Mital

FUNDAMENTALS OF TECHNICAL WRITING

This course will teach you the fundamental techniques that all
successful technical writers use. You will learn how to translate
complex information into easily understood language, and how to
become a wizard at marrying the art of publishing with the science
of technology. You will also learn the secrets of successful technical
writers, including technical writing conventions, interviewing skills,
desktop publishing and formatting techniques.
Six-week session / $139
Sessions start Apr. 14, May 12, Jun. 16
Lynn Atkinson
Online through our educational partner provider ed2go

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

SCIENCE & ADVENTURE

Laboratory-based research out of UC was recently

published and reported Silk to be fabric most capable of protecting
us from COVID-19.

FACEMASK FABRICS AND HOW SILK IS MADE

In this course, we will examine how silk
cocoons, made by silk moth caterpillars,
have inspired the design of improvised
masks during the current COVID-19
pandemic. We will first study the architectural and biophysical properties of
cocoons of various silk moth species.
Weather permitting, we will also look for
cocoons outdoors. We will also look at
various fabrics (silk, cotton, and polyester) and evaluate their material properties for use in improvised masks. Finally,
we will examine how to design masks
Silk moth caterpillar
based on wearer/consumer preferences,
busy at work in
and in conjunction with what we learn
Dr. Guerra’s lab
from cocoon biology and from fabric analysis.

DISCOVER PLANTS OF OHIO

This course provides an introduction to the diversity of the families
of flowering plants, with an emphasis on plants growing wild in the
Ohio and Indiana areas. Students will learn the plant anatomy and
terminology to develop their plant identification skills. We will also
cover the ecology of the plants discovered during our field trips.
Four-week session / $159
Sat, Jun. 5-26		
10am-1pm
Denis Conover
This class meets at various locations such as Spring Grove
Cemetery, Burnet Woods, and Bender Mountain Preserve.

Two-week session / $49
Tu, Jun. 22-29
6:30-8:30pm
In-person at VPC Campus

Patrick Guerra

Learn to sketch this Eastern Bluebird in our “Drawing
with Colored Pencils” class on page 9.

SUMMER FIELD ORNITHOLOGY

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT

Are you considering a career as a veterinary assistant? This course
will answer all of your questions and more as you learn about pet
nutrition, preventing parasites, health and safety issues, reasons
for and against spaying and neutering, and how to best assist owners in times of need.
Six-week session / $129
Sessions start Apr. 14, May 12, Jun. 16
Beverly Schulz
Online through our educational partner provider ed2go

and

@UCContinuingEd

Summer is a wonderful time to be outside seeing (and hearing)
the amazing bird life surrounding us. The course will involve an
overview of the biology of birds and local bird identification. Our
professional ornithologist has over 32 years of research in avian
migration, and he will cover topics such as bird anatomy & physiology, evolution, relationships with other birds, ecology and conservation. You will explore bird biology predominately through interactive field labs to prepare you for new bird watching experiences.
Four-week session / $199
Sat, Jun. 5-26		
8am-2pm
Location: UC Center for Field Studies.
Please bring binoculars and a notepad.

Ron Canterbury
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BUSINESS & FINANCE

FINANCIAL INSIGHTS

CONSERVATION IMPACT COURSE

Many people volunteer or join nature centers and other conservation organizations because they want to help support conservation.
This course will give you a foundation from which you can plan to
go further in a strategic and intentional way to address conservation issues that matter to you! This primer is intended to evoke
deeper thought and understanding of how and why your contributions matter. Along the way, you’ll be challenged to investigate
environmental issues and assess your ability to contribute to their
resolution, either as individuals or collectively. Through lectures,
readings, discussions and projects, you’ll gain context for how
your contributions as a volunteer, member, intern, trustee, or staff
person at a conservation organization fits into larger environmental goals. Discover ways to influence, not alienate. Learn what to do,
and what NOT to do, when sharing your values, experiences, and
knowledge about nature with others.
Seven-week session / $249

NEW!

It is time to get comfortable talking about money with more
knowledge and more confidence! We all have patterns or
approaches when it comes to our budgets. Some money patterns
had us prepared for Covid-19 (or any unexpected life event) with
savings and investments, and others did not. The good news is no
matter your starting point, you can embrace your approach of
money to take control of your moolah. In this class, you will gain a
better understanding of automatic money patterns that work and
may not work for you and learn how to shift what is not working.
Join us for this engaging, interactive workshop that will leave you
with understanding how to enjoy both the logical/linear and the
experiential approach to your finances.
One-session / $29

NEW!

Tu, May 18
6-8pm
In-person at VPC Campus

Liz Kitchell

See website for required text.

Tu & Th, Jun. 1-Jul. 15
3-5pm		
Connie O’Connor
LIVE Online.
Register at uc.edu/ce > communiversity > course catalog

HOW THE HECK DO I BUY A USED CAR?

Planning a funeral while grieving can be the most confusing and
painful experience of your life. There are about 67 decisions that
need to be made in a very short amount of time, and most of them
are made within the first 24 hours. The most thoughtful and caring
thing you can do for your loved ones is to pre-plan. This course
will help you to understand the basic terms of the industry, and
explore what options are available to you based on your state of
residence. You’ll discover how truly simple it is to pre-plan to avoid
over-spending on a funeral.

Maybe you have a car and its on its last leg, or maybe you took a
break from driving and now you want to buy a car? Or you may
be a first-time car buyer altogether? If you’ve been searching the
web and are overwhelmed with the options, price tags, and just
the whole process, this class is for you! Invest two-hours gathering all the knowledge you need about buying a used car. You will
discover red flags in pre-purchase inspections with easy-to-understand information. Buying a used car shouldn’t be so complicated.
Equipped with knowledge about the process, you will be less likely
to buy a lemon or get scammed by spending more money than
you expected.

One session / $39 Includes a pre-planning organizer.

One session / $29

M, Jun. 7		
6:30-8:30pm
In-person at VPC Campus

M, May 17
6:30-8:30pm
In-person at VPC Campus

IT’S YOUR FUNERAL
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Linda Littman

NEW!

John Ray & Darren Weigl

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

BUSINESS & FINANCE

CHARTING YOUR PERSONAL FUTURE: FOCUSING
ON RETIREMENT

Retirement is an important life transition. Thought typically is
given to its financial ramifications. Rarely is retirement considered
in relation to its psychological and emotional aspects, which can
contribute strongly to a positive (or negative) retirement. This class
will be delivered on two evenings, two-hours per session. Powerpoint, lecture, small group activities, and a workbook will be used,
culminating in the creation of a tentative personal plan for retiring.

Two-week session / $129
W, May 12-19		
In-person at VPC Campus

NEW!

Includes a workbook.

6:30-8:30pm

Robert Coyne

CYBERSECURITY AWARENESS SEMINAR

We live in an age where we manage most of our lives digitally and
it’s our responsibility to keep our data secure. There are new cybersecurity threats almost every day and hackers rely on people making mistakes. A little bit of security awareness can go a long way in
protecting your data and making you a more secure cyber-citizen.

During this two-hour seminar, you will learn about common cybersecurity threats, how to audit your security settings, implement
easy best-practices, and improve your overall online safety. You will
also receive practical tips on securing your digital devices and networks. Plan to take notes and feel free to bring along your digital
device (laptop, tablet, smartphone) to practice tips as we go.
One session / $25
Tu, Jun. 8		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-8pm

Ryan Moore

SELLING YOUR HOME FAST & FOR TOP DOLLAR

In this class, you will learn the key points of pricing, marketing, and
showing your home to maximum advantage. Learn critical information about state requirements, inspections, documentation and
financing. If you do consider listing with an agent, how do you interview and select one? And what’s the #1 most common mistake in
selling a house? Come and find out! (This class is strictly educational.
Products and services will not be sold to you.)

LANDLORD FUNDAMENTALS

One session / $35

During this fact-filled workshop, you will explore essential topics,
like how to find the right home and for a price that you can afford,
how to navigate financing, “ins” and “outs” of contracts, loan closing procedures, and the fundamentals of the whole house inspection. (This class is strictly educational. Products and services will
not be sold to you.)

This is a must-attend course if you are venturing into a rental
enterprise or already a landlord. Those who are unaware of their
responsibilities can find themselves with legal difficulties. In this
course, a licensed attorney will guide you through basic principles
and strategies for when things go as planned versus when they
go sideways. Topics discussed will include fair housing laws, lease
basics, and obligations of landlords and tenants. We will also review
basic premises liability-when you are and are not liable, mechanics of evictions, and issues specific to Cincinnati municipal law and
Hamilton County tax abatement strategies. You will have the unique
opportunity to discuss specific situations and lessons learned.

Two-week session / $35

Two-week session / $149

Tu, May 4-11		
6:30-8:30pm
Gary Rossignol
In-person at VPC Campus				

Tu, May 4-11		
In-person at VPC Campus

Tu, May 25		
In-person at VPC Campus

6-9pm

Gary Rossignol

THE KEYS TO HOME OWNERSHIP: FROM START TO FINISH

and

@UCContinuingEd

6:30-8:30pm

Michael Morgan
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SPORTS

Get out on the green and get ready for some great golf!
GET GOLF READY I

Don’t want to be left out of the golf outing again this year? Just
want to feel more at ease playing with friends? This class is
designed to prepare new or beginner golfers to feel comfortable
with the fundamentals of the game. Topics will include putting,
chipping, pitching, and the full swing with irons and woods. We
will also cover basic rules and etiquette with one on-course
playing class to make you more confident in taking your game
to the golf course.

All classes are held at Sharon Woods Golf Course located at
11355 Swing Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45241. Lessons are taught by
PGA professional instructors. There is a $10 ball fee payable
at the first class. Please bring your own clubs if you can; if not,
equipment will be provided. Register early! Classes fill up
fast and class size is limited.

Five-week session / $110 each
W, Apr. 7-May 5		
Sat, May 15-Jun. 12
W, May 19-Jun. 16
Sat, Jul. 17-Aug. 14

5:15-6:15pm
10:45-11:45am
6:45-7:45pm
10:45-11:45am

GET GOLF READY II

Instruction will focus on refinement of strokes and strategy in
the areas of driving, long and short iron play, and putting. It
is designed for golfers beyond the beginner level who want to
improve their game.
Five-week session / $110 each

Sat, May 15-Jun. 12
Th, Jul. 15-Aug. 12
Sat, Jul. 17-Aug. 14

9-10am
6:45-7:45pm
9-10am

GOLF FORE WOMEN

GET GOLF READY III

This class is designed for intermediate golfers that have been
through our beginners or intermediate golf sessions. The golf
pro and our instructor will let you choose five areas to improve
upon and will utilize video analysis.

These beginner ladies-only classes are designed to give you the skills
and knowledge to play the game with your friends while making
new friends. Golf Fore Women will give you the comfort of learning
this difficult game in a low-pressure fun atmosphere! Topics include
etiquette, short game, and the full swing.

Five-week session / $110 each

Five-week session / $110 each

Th, May 20-Jun. 17
W, Jul, 14-Aug. 11

Th, May 20-June. 17
W, Jul. 14-Aug. 11
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6:45-7:45pm
6:45-7:45pm

5:15-6:15pm
5:15-6:15pm

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

SPORTS
Register early! Classes fill up fast and class size is limited.

Tennis is an enjoyable way to get in
shape and stay in shape, and it’s a
sport playable all-year-round!

Eastern Hills Indoor Tennis
669 Wilmer Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45226

Our classes are held at Eastern
Hills Indoor Tennis Center taught
by the pro staff who have extensive
experience playing and teaching.

Attention Employers:
Ohio Tech Cred provides
FREE training for your
tech staff!
Applications open April 1
Learn more on our website,
or contact Janet Staderman at 513-556-4354

LOOKING FOR NEW OR
ADVANCED SKILLS?
TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS

Get in shape with tennis! Work on hand-eye coordination,
racquet skills, basic strokes, and scoring. This experience is
designed for the player who has played some tennis but needs
instruction on basic techniques or is learning to keep the ball in
play but needs to improve court positioning and consistency.
Four-week session / $99
Sun, Apr. 18-May 16
No class on May 9

3-4:30pm

Chris Pray

TENNIS FOR INTERMEDIATES

This is an enjoyable way to get in shape and stay in shape! You
are ready for this experience if you have had some previous
instruction or if you can hit ground strokes and serves in play
from the baseline with reasonable success. You’ll have the
chance to work on strokes with movement, rally skills, overheads, and volleys. And for those who are ready, you may
practice getting that first serve in, adding spin, net play, strategy,
and control.

We offer courses to prepare you to
earn your professional certificate and
accelerate your move forward!
 Business

Management  Business Operations
 Healthcare & Fitness  Technology Skills &
Applications  Google IT Support  Microsoft
Excel  Cybersecurity Bootcamps  Microsoft
Azure  IT Fundamentals  ITIL® Framework

Four-week session / $99
Sun, Apr. 18-May 16
No class on May 9

4:30-6pm

Chris Pray

For more information, visit
PLEASE NOTE

Keeping you safe. Classes held on campus will adhere to the

uc.edu/ce

guidelines from the university for social distancing and mask
wearing. Please call us if you have any questions: 513-556-6932.

and

@UCContinuingEd
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TEST PREP

Summer Institute is here to help
your high schooler get ready for Fall!

PSAT/SAT TEST PREP BOOTCAMP

Gain confidence and make the most of your potential by studying
strategies for taking the SAT and by reviewing topics covered by the
SAT. You will learn specific techniques for taking the math, writing,
and reading comprehension parts of the test. Discover how the test
is structured, practical methods for solving each problem type, and
what to expect. Acquire an arsenal of tools to help you succeed,
including how to use a process of elimination, construct a well-defined essay on test day, plan your critical reading passage strategy,
and decide how to handle the problem “to guess or not to guess.”

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR HIGH SCHOOLERS

In August, Communiversity is offering an opportunity to get your
high schoolers ready for back-to-school and back-to-testing. Each
Fall, there is a risk of summer-slide and losing learning from the
prior year. This Fall, going back to school will be even more difficult
with the gaps in online learning from COVID. We are designing programs to help your rising 9th - 12th grader get up to speed in Math,
English and Reading. This Summer Institute will also get them ready
for the ACT. We will focus on content review, general and specific
test taking strategies, and anxiety control techniques.
Your instructor, Emily Mulvey, M.A., is a Princeton Review-trained
psychometrician. She has worked as an educational consultant for
18 years in the areas of test-taking strategies, academic enrichment
and tutoring, and study and organizational skills.

To get dates and learn more about this program
visit uc.edu/ce and click “Test Prep.” Class dates and
times will be posted soon!

The International Language Testing System (IELTS) is an English
language assessment accepted worldwide as a part of the university
acceptance process, as one of several types of assessments for job
placement, and as a test of general English skills. In this class, we
will practice the different question types, learn tips to improve your
test-taking skills and focus on the four domains of listening, speaking, writing, and reading. The class will be focused on the Academic
Module, but will also look at the General Module as needed.
Eight-week session / $199

NEW!

6:30-8:30pm

Jennifer Wiebe

For required text for test prep classes, please refer to
the course descriptions online.
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Sun, Apr. 18-May 2
5:30-8:30pm
Sun, May 16-30		
5:30-8:30pm
In-person at Teacher’s College on the main Campus

Emily Mulvey
Emily Mulvey

ACT TEST PREP BOOTCAMP

In this intensive class, you’ll build confidence and make the most of
your potential by studying strategies for taking the ACT and by reviewing topics covered by the ACT (math, writing and reading comprehension). Learn a variety of test-taking methods and work with
the instructor to adapt the ones that best suit your unique style and
personal strengths. You’ll get support for questions and concerns,
and lots of concrete examples. Discover approaches to increase
your odds on each item type, how to use a process of elimination,
construct a well-defined essay (optional) on this test, plan your critical reading passage strategy, and learn when it’s good to guess.
3 Three-week session / $199

IELTS (INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST SYSTEM)

W, Jun. 2-Jul. 21		
LIVE Online via WebEx

Three-week session / $199

Sun, Jun 13-27		
5:30-8:30pm
In-person at Teacher’s College on the main Campus

Emily Mulvey

TOEFL IBT (TEST OF ENGLISH
AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE)

The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is used to measure
English language proficiency. It is the most accepted test in the
world; and Internet-based testing has made it even more accessible.
This course will help you prepare to take the TOEFL as you focus on
the main features of the test, test-taking strategies, exercises, and
practice. We will cover the types of skills evaluated by the various
sections of the test, including reading, listening, writing and speaking.
Eight-week session / $199
W, Apr. 7-May 26
LIVE Online via WebEx

6:30–8:30pm

Jennifer Wiebe

Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

TEST PREP

We’re here to help you prepare to excel on the exams!
We are please to welcome Jay B. Cutts to our test-prep team. Jay is the Director of Cutts
Graduate Reviews and Lead Author of Barron’s Test Prep MCAT and LSAT books, as our new
instructor for graduate school test prep courses for the GRE, LSAT and MCAT.
Jay is one of the country’s top test prep specialists, and has been a pioneer in the development of powerful intuitive strategies for mastering graduate school testing. He believes that
personal coaching is highly effective in helping students to master the material, and his
courses include live weekly coaching. He will guide your study plan and make sure you are
staying on track, and provide a month-by-month email planning system that guides you
step-by-step to a successful graduate school application. .

LSAT EXAM PREP

For required text
for test prep classes,
please refer to the
course descriptions
online.

Register for Mr. Cutt’s classes: uc.edu/ce “Test Prep” The instructor is the lead author of the Barron’s LSAT prep book.
GRE/GMAT EXAM PREP

In this course, you will receive personal coaching directly by phone
and video conferencing. Students typically work with him once or
twice each week. Sessions can be as long or short as needed. Jay
will create a comprehensive study plan for you, and during your
sessions, he will give you specific assignments and review your
progress. Jay will create a comprehensive study plan and teach you
advanced strategies for overcoming test anxiety, poor standardized test taking, and math anxiety. You will learn how to maximize
your use of time on the test, how to avoid the most common timing
pitfalls, and how to gain significant extra points through timing
strategy.
Registration good for 12 months / $1250
Personal Coaching - start anytime			
LIVE Online - See our website for more details

The course covers timing strategy and problem-solving strategies
for the Reading Comprehension, Logical Reasoning, and Analytical
Reasoning sections of the test, as well as for the essay. In addition,
you will learn specific strategies for overcoming test anxiety, poor
standardized test taking, and math anxiety. You will learn how
to maximize your use of time on the test, how to avoid the most
common timing pitfalls, and how to gain significant extra points
through timing strategy. .
Registration good for 12 months / $1250
Classroom-style session is Jun. 15-Jul. 25
Jay Cutts
Personal Coaching - start anytime
LIVE Online - See our website for more details			

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SPOTLIGHT:
Jay Cutts

MCAT EXAM PREP

In addition to coaching, the classroom sessions use a unique,
hands-on approach to learning how to apply your science knowledge to actual MCAT questions. You will learn all sections of the test
so you are well prepared for success, and the class will cover specific strategies for overcoming test anxiety, poor standardized test
taking, and math anxiety. You will learn how to maximize your use
of time on the test, how to avoid the most common timing pitfalls,
and how to gain significant extra points through timing strategy. .
Registration good for 12 months / $1499
Classroom-style session is Jun. 13-Aug. 1 		
Jay Cutts
Personal Coaching - start anytime
LIVE Online - See our website for more details			

Attention Employers:
Ohio Tech Cred provides
FREE training for your
tech staff!
Applications open April 1
Learn more on our website,
or contact Janet Staderman at 513-556-4354

and

@UCContinuingEd

COMPTIA® CERTIFICATION PREP CLASSES

Prepare yourself for a career in information technology with
a certificate in CompTIA . The Computing Technology Industry
Association (CompTIA) is the leading provider of vendor-neutral
IT certifications in the world. With more than 2 million IT
certifications issued worldwide, CompTIA is dedicated to helping
IT professionals lead the charge in our digitally connected world.
The Office of Professional and Continuing Education offers
CompTIA certificate training through our educational provider
ed2go in the following classes

COMPTIA NETWORK+, COMPTIA SECURITY+ PREP 1, COMPTIA SECURITY+ PREP 2, BASIC COMPTIA A+,
INTERMEDIATE COMPTIA A+ AND ADVANCED COMPTIA A+
Sessions start Apr. 14, May 12, Jun. 16
Online through our educational partner provider ed2go
Classes are instructor-led, online. 6 weeks / 24 hour access.
Learn when it is convenient for you.

Register: uc.edu/ce “Test Prep”
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ABOUT COMMUNIVERSITY
Communiversity is part of the University of
Cincinnati’s commitment to lifelong learning.
Under the banner of Professional and Continuing
Education, Communiversity offers non-credit classes
focused on personal enrichment. Classes are held in
the evening, on weekends and online, and are tailored
with the adult learner in mind. We offer endless
opportunities for you to develop, grow and learn
something new!
REGISTER EARLY FOR THE BEST SELECTION
You can register at any time, up to 24-hours before the
class start date. However, some classes have limited
enrollment, so register early to get into the classes you
want.

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
We are proud of the quality of our programming and our
instructors, and we want you to love your Communiversity
experience, which is why your satisfaction is 100%
guaranteed. If you are ever less than completely satisfied
with a Communiversity class, we will issue a credit for the
registration fee toward a future Communiversity class.
Please contact us at ce@uc.edu or (513) 556-6932 within 7
days of completing your class.

CLASS LOCATIONS & PARKING
The majority of our classes are held at UC’s Victory Parkway
Campus Administration building with ample free parking in
the West lot. If class is being held at another location, it is
noted. Addresses/maps for all locations are provided online.

WAIT LISTS
If a class you want to take is full, you may place yourself
on a wait list. If a spot opens in that class, anyone on the
wait list will receive an email. We will make every effort to
accommodate you.

GROUP DISCOUNTS
Organize a group of 6 or more students and you will receive
your class free. All students must participate in the same class
and online classes/certificates are excluded. Call 556-6932 for
group registration information.

UC FACULTY & STAFF DISCOUNTS
Full-time UC & UC Health employees receive a 50% discount off
one class per term. Online courses/certificates, gift certificates,
Food & Drink, classes where supplies are included in fee,
and Test Preparation classes are excluded from all available
discounts. Call 556-6932 to take advantage of this discount.

CLASS CANCELLATIONS
Classes may be canceled due to insufficient enrollment. Every
attempt will be made to contact students by email or telephone
and offer alternative accommodations before the class meets.

EMERGENCY CANCELLATIONS
UC Communiversity classes are automatically cancelled when
there is a weather or other emergency and when UC Main
Campus is closed. Closing notifications will be sent via email.
Check your email for a detailed message from our office for
school closings.

MOTHER’S DAY / FATHER’S DAY GIFT IDEA:

Share the love of
lifelong learning!
The opportunity to learn something new can help someone
expand their outlook, gain new perspectives, or learn a new skill.
Give the gift of lifelong learning with a Gift Certificate from UC
Communiversity. You can purchase a specific class as a gift, or select
$25, $50, $100, or $150 certificates. The Gift Certificates will be sent
to you in a digital format that you can print and share, and they are
good for one year from purchase.

communiversity.uc.edu
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Call (513) 556-6932 or visit communiversity.uc.edu

HOW TO ENROLL

About online courses:

COMMUNIVERSITY CLASSES LIVE ONLINE
Historically, our classes at Communiversity have been
held face-to-face where students enjoy the enriching
community aspect of continuing education. Currently,
our classrooms are open in accordance with safety
guidance from the university and the CDC.

Register early for your spot,
class sizes are limited.
Easy login!
You create your username and password,
and can easily reset it if forgotten.

Some classes are held online in live sessions with our
local instructors. Our goal is for students to experience
the same engaging content that you would enjoy in
our classrooms, and participation during class time is
encouraged. If you sign up for one of these classes, a
WebEx link will be emailed to you the day before class.

Simple search options!
You can search for your favorite classes by
the term, category, or instructor.
Add guests to your registrations!
Now you can add and checkout friends to
attend class with or give classes as a gift.

CLASSES ONLINE WITH OUR NATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL PROVIDER PARTNER ed2go
We have hundreds of classes online in partnership
with ed2go, one of the nation’s top online continuing
education providers. You can take these classes are
instructor-led. Classes offered are in a wide variety of
subjects, taught by expert instructors, and certificates
of completion issued by the University of Cincinnati. For
a complete catalog, go to:

ONLINE:

Online at communiversity.uc.edu

CALL:

Call us (513) 556-6932
Office hours are 9:30am–6:30pm
Monday–Friday

VISIT:

Visit our office
UC Victory Pkwy., Admin. Bldg., Suite 208
2220 Victory Pkwy., Cincinnati, OH 45206

Short-term classes for Personal Enrichment and
Professional Development: communiversity.uc.edu
Career Training Programs: UC careertraining.ed2go.
com/uc

and

@UCContinuingEd
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Welcome Back!

The year behind us
wasn’t as expected,
but now it’s time to
get re-connected!
Inspiried by a poem by Craig A., Cincinnati

OVER 120 CLASSES with 50 NEW THIS TERM!

